GOTTFRIED    KELLER	JI
The most suggestive of Keller's older critics,
Otto Rrahm, was the first I think to make out a case
for the influence of Jean Paul Friedrich Richter on
Der grune HeinrichJ Keller was a warm admirer of
Richter in early days; and there are clear traces of his
admiration in Der grune Heinnch ; the " sentimental"
education of his hero by a simultaneous love for two
such different * women as Anna and Judith recalls the
similar experience of Albano, the hero of Richtef s
Titan \ Judith is Richter's Linda, Anna his Liane.
Keller's affectionate dwelling on meticulous phases of
sentiment and emotion is also a heritage from his
predecessor. But it would be unwise to insist too
much on direct influence. Keller's enthusiasm for
Richter died down comparatively early; and the
glowing eulogy of him which appears in the first
edition of the novel is reduced to very modest propor-
tions in the second.3 Much in the Grune Heinrich
which sounds like Jean Paul may perhaps have been
filtered through the contemporary literature of "Young
Germany ". Least of all, it seems to me, can one
claim a kinship between the humour of Keller and
that of Jean Paul. The latter's humour, which now,
after more than a hundred years, has ceased to appeal
to most of us as humour at all, falls into two main
categories: the humour of the grotesque, that is to
say the Rabelais-Fischart type which depends for its
effect upon the incongruous juxtaposition of meta-
phors and attributes, and the humour of sentimental
irony which goes back, of course, to Sterne, and
behind Sterne, in an unsentimental form, to Cervantes.
It was Sterne that appealed especially to Richter's
Romantic contemporaries. The first of these cate-
gories of humour was, by 1850, too old-fashioned to
1 O. Brahm, Gottfried Keller; ein literariscber Essay., Berlin, 1883;
cp, also Frieda Jaeggi, Gottfried Keller md fan Paul, Berlin, 1913.
3 Cp, £rst cd. (1914 rep.), I, pp. 357 £ and GesammeUe Werke, Berlin,
1889,1, pp. 275 £ To Adolf Frey (A, Frey, Ermmrungen an Gottfried teller,
3rd ed.» Leipzig, 191 j, pp. 32 £) Keller said of Richter; " Von einer Wirkung
auf meine Produktjon karm . . . in der von cinigen Literarhistorikern
angenommenen Wcise durchaus nicht die Rede sein."

